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IHTRODUCTION

It is generally the goal of erery business to carry out its marketing

activities in such a iray that it can make the largest gain or return. Farming

is no exception as long as this does not adversely affect future profits. It

is important for any individual buying or selling agricultural commodities to

study production and prices if he is to conduct his business successfully.

Hay is a commodity which displays vide fluctuations in production and

price. The wide fluctuations in the production of hay makes it possible to

place each year into a type of roughage production period according to the

relative size of the crop. The seasonal price movements during these periods

can then be calculated and shown.

Wwther individuals buying or selling hay consider the production figures

and prioe movements is not known. But a study of the seasonal price analysis

of hay and its supply is important in order to market intelligently.

Hay is an important feed for livestock in Kansas. Many farmers rely

upon hay to carry their livestock through the winter months. Roughages other

than hay are also used, but marketing activities and price quotations are not

adequately available for these other roughsges, so only the price activities

of alfalfa and prairie hay are analysed in this study.



BACK0R001TD AND FROBLM

The hay and roughage supply in Kansas is highly variable from year to

year because of several factors. Some of these factors are weather, insects,

and government policies. The variation from one year to the next of hay and

other roughage production in Kansas is probably more dependent upon weather

than upon any other factor. The fluctuation of the hay supply creates for

both the producer and the consumer the problem of when to buy or sell hay so

as to make the most profit or to suffer the smallest loss. This is partly

because of the difference in the seasonal price movements of hay.

The changing from year to year of the seasonal price movements of hay ha»

suggested dividing the years into the different type roughage production

periods in accordance with the quantity produced. These seasonal price move-

ments oould then show the way prices might be expected to behave during any

year corresponding to one of these different type production periods.

Individuals relying upon a supply of hay produced by others must be pre-

pared to make decisions concerning whether or not to buy, and when to buy.

A different seasonal price movement of hay in each of the different type

production periods complicates the problem of price prediction. For the

buyer, it is a problem of when during each type production period is the best

time to buy so as to reduce costs. For the seller, the similar problem is

in what month during each year can he get the highest return for his hay crop.

The central problem investigated in this study was the analysis of rela-

tionships which exist between the seasonal price movements of hay and the

variation in volume of roughage production in Kansas. Some subsidiary ques-

tions are important in an analysis of the central problem. These arej (l)

How do hay and roughage orops compare in importance to the feed grains as a
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feed for livestock? (2) What is the degre3 of fluctuation of the production

of hay and other roughage crops from year to year in Kansas? (s) What is the

relationship between the numbers of various types of livestock in Kansas and

the roughage supply? (4) What is the difference between the seasonal price

movements of hay for the different types of roughage production years in

Kansas? (5) What tine of the year is most of the hay marketed as indicated

by the percentage marketed by months in Kansas?

FIELD OF STUDT

This particular study is confined almost entirely to the roughage crops

of alfalfa and prairie hay. Sorghums are important as a roughage orop and

contribute a significant part of tha total roughage supply, but their price

movements were not studied for lack of adequate price information*

In order to investigate the central problem, several other questions

and problems were investigated. First, the importance of hay and other rough-

ages in Kansas was compared -with the feed grains as a feed for livestock over

the past 25 year period.

Second, after the importance of hay and other roughages was considered,

it was shown how the fluctuations in roughage supplies from year to year

cause problems of uncertainty. Such uncertainty may influence operating

profit.

Next, the relationship of numbers of different types of livestock to the

total roughage supply in Kansas was analyzed to show the response of livestock

numbers to the roughage supply. This would help to indicate the relative need

for hay and other roughages for livestock in the different roughage production

years.
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Than, the spread in the seasonal prioas of hay was calculated to show the

effect different type roughage production periods had upon prices of hay*

Last, the percentage of hay marketed in Kansas during the various months

was calculated for the different type roughage production periods* This would

help to show the time hay was marketed when there was a difference in the hay

and other roughage supply*

PURPOSE JOB OBJECTIVE

The primary purpose and objective of this study was to analyze trends,

relationships, and production fluctuations of hay and the influence such

factors have had on seasonal price and seasonal marketing movements of hay

in Kansas,

METHOD OF PROCEDURE

The following steps were followed in analysing the problem of this

thesis.

First, production trends were calculated in order to present the import-

ance of roughage crops in Kansas, Trends were found for the feed grains and

the roughage crops both individually and combined. A measure of the fluctua-

tions in supply of hay and other roughages from year to year may help explain

why there is the degree of difference in the seasonal price movements of hay

that there is in Kansas*

Second, several correlations were calculated to test various relation-

ships in regard to roughages* Correlations were run for example between the

feed-grain supply and the number of grain- consuming livestock, and between the

roughage supply and the numbers of different types of livestock. Several



other correlations ware run to discover relationships that nay be actually-

present in regard to the "buying and selling of hay*

Third, seasonal price movements -were analyzed for different types of

roughage production periods. The nroductior, isriods were divided into three

types (small, average, and large) in accordance with the size of the crop.

These three periods were divided according to the standard deviations from the

adjusted mean of the roughage production in Kansas and the Flint-Hills area,1

Marginal monthly prices were also calculated in order to determine the change

in price of hay from month to month in the different type production periods.

Prices of be3f cattle in relation to the types of roughage production years

were erarined to demonstrate the economic pressure that roughage supply ha*

exerted on cattle numbers.

Fourth, to discover Then individuals do actually purchase and sell hay,

the percentage marketing of hay in Kansas during the various months was cal-

culated for the different type roughage production periods.

The material and data used in this study were taken from the Farm Facts

and the Weekly Hay Market Review for those years used.2 and 3

Adjusted mean is the calculated mean for the data after the trend during
that time period had been removed,

2Farm Facta, Kansas State Board of Agriculture, 1930-54,

Weekly Hay Market Review, r,F.D.A„ Agricultural Marketing Service*
Crop years 1941-42, 1949-50, 1950-51, 1951-52, 1952-55, and 1954-55.



LIMmilCBS AIJD .T!I

The findings of this analysis are useful only in the making of economic

decisions. In oertain individual cases, in regard to the marketing activities

at certain times, the individual may make decisions that are not economically

sound because of lack of knowledge, cash or credit, or because he just puts

off a decision hoping that ciroumstances will turn out with no adverse effects.

Other reasons nay also alter his decisions*

It is assumed that any individual can buy his alfalfa or prairie hay at

any time period or sell at any time period at the existing price. This, how-

ever, may in some instances not be the case*

It is further assumed that the buyer generally knows with some degree of

aocuraey what his need for alfalfa and prairie hay for the year will be by

early summer, and also that he is able to acquire information from some source

of the expected year's roughage production and can closely determine the type

of roughage production year the area is having.1 The need for hay is not

always known, depending upon how much the winter feed supply is dependent upon

alfalfa and prairie hay. In these oases the decision is harder to make and

more uncertainty in the estimate can be expected. It is, in addition, assumed

that the seller of alfalfa and prairie hay knows with an equal degree of ac-

curacy early in the summer how much he can and will sell for that year. This,

likewise, may not always be the case.

It is assumed that the seasonal price movement of alfalfa and prairie hay

in the different type roughage production periods was characteristic of their

Reliability of crop reports given in Appendix A.



period and decisions could be made from them; however, seasonal price varia-

tions may be so large as to make this difficult,1

It is realized that the moisture content of hay at harvest time is higher

than it would be in the winter months. The moisture oontent of hay, when

properly eured, is normally not higher than 25 percent when put in the bale,

2but can vary widely if not handled properly. The moisture content of barn-

dried alfalfa hay is about 17 percent. 5 This would indicate that hay may lose

normally about 8 to 10 percent in moisture content from the time it is put in

the bale until January. A large share of this loss of moisture occurs during

the first few weeks after baling. The moisture loss has to be considered

when judging the price to pay for hay just baled and the price to be paid later

when most of the moisture has been lost*

TRENDS IN ACREAGE OP ROUGHAGES AND FEED GRAINS IN KANSAS

Trends are oomputed to determine the average rate at which a set of data

is increasing or decreasing in magnitude. It does not consider the variability

of the data and this may be so large at times as to make the trend insignifi-

cant. It is this trend or average increase or decrease of the data which was

measured here, but the data also has a variability that is quite large.

^-Seasonal variation analysis given in Appendix B.
2Buroalow, F. V., "Know Moisture Content of Hay", Hoard's Dairyman,

Vol. 101, p. 648, June 25, 1956.

^Ball, C. S. a and G. R. Shier, "Drying Hay with Forced ventilation",
Agricultural Engineering, Vol. 29, p. 299, July 1948.
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To discover the importance of hay and other roughages in Kansas, their

acreage and trends were compared with the feed grains. This would give an

indication if the hay and roughages in Kansas were increasing or decreasing

and would also show their importance as a feed for livestock in this area as

compared with the feed grains.

The acreage harvested of only one of the feed grains, grain sorghum,

has had an increasing trend over the past 26 years in Kansas. In 1930, there

were 983 thousand acres of grain sorghums harvested and in 1955 there were

2,722 thousand harvested acres. It had decreased slightly for the past two

years. This i3 shown in Table 1.

Corn has shoxm a distinct drop in acreige in Kansas during this period.

In 1930 there were 6,776 thousand harvested acres of corn and in 1955 the

acreage had dropoed to 1,624. thousand harvested acres. This was a drop of

5,152 thousand acres or close to 30 percent.

The acreage trend for oats and barley has remained steady during this

time period with no significant increasing or decreasing trend being shown.

In regard to roughage crops, the acreage harvested of sorghum silage

and alfalfa hay have both been on an upward trend during the time period of

this study. In 1939, sorghum silage was harvested from 278 thousand acres

and in 1955 it was harvested from 785 thousand acres. Alfalfa acreage har-

vested for Kansas in 1930 was 642 thousand acres and in 1955 it was 1,533

thousand acres. The harvested acres of roughage crops are shown in Table 2.

The acreage harvested of sorghum for -"orage had shown a definite down-

ward trend through years 194-0 to 1952, but from 1952 to 1955 the harvested

acres have increased quite significantly.
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Table 1. Harvested acres of various feed grains (corn , oats,

barley, grairt sorghum) in Kansas, 1930-55.

: : 1
•
• Grain :

Year : Corn : Oats : Barley 1 sorghum : Total

(000 omitted)

1930 6,776 1,357 608 988 9,729
1931 6,573 1,561 564 1,107 9,805
1932 7,362 1,577 792 1,328 11,059

1933 6,994 1,528 1,067 1,607 11,196

1934 3,777 1,272 593 1,195 6,837

1935 4,380 1,540 544 1,760 8,224
1936 2,759 1,694 557 1,214 6,224
1937 2,456 1,474 298 1,370 5,598
1938 2,260 1,518 393 1,343 5,534
1939 2,757 1,267 647 853 5,524
194.0 2,647 1,495 1,136 1,885 7,163
19^ 2,488 1,619 1,326 1,275 6,708
1942 3,110 1,813 1,233 1,173 7,329
1943 3,5U 1,976 1,110 1,161 7,761

1944 3,549 1,561 722 2,229 8,061

194-5 2,981 968 383 1,349 5,481
1946 3,011 1,423 287 851 5,572
1947 2,379 1,395 290 754 4,818
1948 2,427 1,344 362 1,339 5,272
1949 2,524 881 221 1,392 5,018
1950 2,625 960 254 1,943 5,782
1951 2,429 797 119 2,605 5,950
1952 2,720 885 86 1,324 5,015
1953 2,366 1,062 112 3,419 6,959
1954 2,082 1,115 459 3,217 6,873
1955 1,624 1,171 688 2,772 6,255

Source 1 <Somoiled from data taken from Farm Facts. Kansas State
]Board of Agriculture.
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Table 2. Harvested acres of various roughage crops (sorghum
for forage and silage, alfalfa, wild hay) in
Kansas, 1930-55.

t Sorghum • Sorghum : Wild : Alfalfa :

Year : silage : forage : hay : hay s Total

(000 omitted)

1930 824 642
1931 772 719
1932 770 705
1933 773 705
1934 788 749
1935 796 854
1936 751 777
1937 645 606
1938 697 394
1939 278 1,466 585 380 2,709
1940 286 1,937 585 490 3,298
1941 452 1,585 573 642 3,252
1942 325 1,359 590 802 3,076
1943 458 1,539 673 810 3,480
1944 412 1,125 693 827 3,057
1945 342 1,386 638 852 3,218
1946 350 1,302 638 '326 3,116
1947 409 989 702 1,016 3,U6
1948 367 792 632 1,036 2,827
1949 375 749 657 1,026 2,807
1950 408 860 604 995 2,867
1951 553 790 693 985 3,021
1952 409 675 665 906 2,655
1953 581 923 679 1,134 3,297
1954 628 1,181 678 1,381 3,868
1955 785 1,674 607 1,538 4,604

Source: Compiled from data taken from Farm Facts, Kansas State
Board of Agriculture,
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Wild hay, including wild and prairie grasses, throughout the 26-year

period has shown a trend haying a slight deoline in aoreage harvested in

Kansas. Wild hay and prairie hay have been used interchangeably in Kansas

crop reports and it is assumed both terms apply to a given kind of roughage*

The reason figures are not shown for years 1930-38, inclusive, for

sorghum silage and forage is because comparable figures could not be obtained*

The composite figure for roughage crops is used only for years 1939-56 for

this reason*

The trend for the composite acreage of roughage crops in Kansas for the

years 1939-56, inclusive, has increased* The slope of the trend line of

roughage crops in Kansas indicated there has been an average increase of

about 34 thousand harvested acres per year over the 17-year period* They

have increased substantially in total since 1952, but have also had quite

a wide fluctuation throughout the period*

The larger aoreage and the great need of roughages as a feed for live-

stock in Kansas, coupled with the production fluctuations of the roughage

supply, makes having the proper amount of roughage feeds for livestock from

year to year a problem*

TREND6 AND FLUCTUATION IN PRODUCTION OF ROUGHAGBS
AND FB3D GRAINS IN KANSAS

To give an indication of the size of the production of hay and other

roughages, compared again to the feed grains, total roughage figures and

its trend were calculated* The wide degree of fluctuation of the roughage

supply may oause the trend shown to be less significant than it is aotually

calculated to be* A measure of the fluctuation of the roughage supply was
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found to holp identify the different types of roughage production periods in

Kansas*

There has been an upward trend present in tho total roughage supply in

Kansas for the period 1930-54, but there have been wide fluctuations from

year to year* The total roughage supply in Kansas was made up of the hay

production of the current year, the carry-over of hay, and the silage and

fodder from oorn and sorghums. The slope of the trend line indicated there

had been an average increase of about 168 thousand tons of roughage supplied

in Kansas during each year since 1930. This increase, however, cannot be

depended upon each year, for tho fluctuation from year to year is often quite

large. The standard deviation for the total roughage supply in Kansas wa»

found to be 1,038 thousand tons with a coefficient of variation equal to 18.3.

This wide fluctuation of supply would indicate the prasence of the different

type roughage production periods. These relationships are shown in Fig. 1*

The total feed grain supply in Kansas for 1530-54 has shown a small

downward trend with large fluctuations from year to year. The feed grain

supply was made up of the ourrent year's production of corn, grain sorghum,

barley, and oatsi the carry-over of these grains, and the cereal grains fed.

The slope of the trend line indicated an average decrease of about 21 thousand

tons of feed grain supplied each year. The standard deviation here was about

1,176 thousand tons. The coefficient of variation was 34.8.

The high degree of fluctuation of the roughage supply, disregarding the

feed grains, is what causes the difference in the types of roughage production

periods. This creates the situation of an area having first an abundanoe of

hay and other roughage crops and perhaps the next year a shortage. The type

of roughage production period may make the time of entering the market much
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Fig. 1. Total available roughage supply in Kansas for years 1930-54 inclu-
sive, consisting of current hay production, carryover of hay, and
silage and fodder from corn and sorghums.



more important in any one year, during any one of these type production

periods, than it may be in another. This may be better soon later in thie

study.

The trend for the roughage-consttming livestock in Kansas, during the

period of 1930-54, has shown an average increase of over four and one-half

thousand livestock units per year. This indicates there has been a corres-

ponding average increase in both the roughage-consuming livestook and the

roughage supply in Kansas* The incraased numbers of livestock in Kansas,

dependent to a large extent upon hay and other roughages which in turn

fluotuate to a great exteit, makes the amount of hay bought and sold in the

market likely to be an ever increasing figure.

The trend for grain-consuming livestock in Kansas during the period of

1930-54 has shown an average decrease of about 97 thousand livestock unite

each year with also a rather high degree of fluctuation from year to year.

CORRELATION ANALYSIS BETWEEN LIVESTOCK AND FEED SUPPLIES

The relationship between numbers of different types of livestook in

Kanaas and the corresponding feod supplies would give an indication of the

way individuals have adjusted their livestook to the existing feed supply.

With an indication of this adjustment, the relative importance of hay and

other roughages in the different roughage production periods oould be seen.

This may then help explain hay prices and show the importance of knowing

these price mo7ements in these different periods*

There is apparently some degree of relationship between the roughage-

consuming livestock and the total roughage supply in Kansas, as shown in

Fig, 2, The roughage-consuming livestock is made up of several different
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Fig. 2. Scatter diagram of relationship of total roughage supply to that of
roughage-consuming livestock in Kansas, 1930-54-.
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types of livestock:* The main proportion of the total roughage-consuming

livestock is beef oattle and dairy cattle with smaller proportions of horses

and sheep* Other livestock consume only minor amounts of rou t hage. The

correlation ooeffioient between the roughage supply and the roughage-consuming

livestock in Kansas was found to be 0.o34.A In computing a n t" test, to

determine if there was any relationship between the two variables, it was

found to be significant at the one percent level* This indicated there was

very likely some relationship or correlation between the roughage supply and

the roughage-consuming livestock. However, as the correlation coefficient

indionted, even though there appoared to be quite definitely same relationship

betweon these variables, the degree of response in the number of the roughage*

consuming livestock was not too greatly determined by the roughage supply*

This indicates that the animal units fed are not too highly related to the

roughage supply* Farmers may actually be adjusting their roughage supply

to their animal units on many individual farms*

What it indicated was that as the roughage supply fluctuates the rough-

age-oonsuming livestock may well follow but not generally in the saioe pro-

portion* The livestock numbers fluctuate generally in about the same way or

perhaps by a time lag, as that of the roughage supply* but possibly not by

the same amount. This may be partly due to the fuot that many individuals

^-Correlation coefficient is a measure of the degree to which one factor
or group of factors is associated with another factor*

c"tn tost is the deviation of the estimated mean from that of the popu-
lation, measured in terms of the sample standard deviation divided by the
square-root as the unit* Definition taken from following source i G. W*
Snedecor, Statistical Methods, fifth edition, p. 46*

5Qne percent level is a significance level for which there is less than
one chance in a hundred of rejecting a true hypothesis* This is also found
in source by Snedecor.
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having a small roughage crop cannot afford to sell the livestock for which

they do not have feed, but must generally .maintain at least a large portion

of their herd in order to remain in that business.

There is a rather high degree of relationship between the grain-consuming

livestock and the total feed grain supply in Kansas. The grain-consuming

livestock, as -well as the rougha^e-ooncuming livestock, is made up of several

kinds of livestook. The larger proportion of the grain-consuming livestock

is made up of hogs, dairy and feeder cattle, and poultry. Smaller amounts are

fed to othor types of livestock such as sheep, and minor numbers of other farm

animals. The correlation coefficient between the total feed grain supply and

that of the grain-consuming livestock was found to be 0.832. The "t" test

was used to test the hypothesis that there was no correlation. The "t" was

found to be significant below the one percent level. Thore appeared to be a

rather high degree of relationship between these two variables as shown in

Fig. S and the correlation coefficient. This seems to indicate that as the

feed grain supply fluctuates from year to year, which it does as was shown

earlier in the study, the grain-ooneuming livestock fluctuates at very nearly

the same time and also in nearly the sane proportion. The number of this

class of livestock appears to be quite dependent upon or at least has reacted

very closely to that of the feed grain supply. This may indicate the possi-

bility of being able to predict the number of grain-consuming livestock in

Kansas by knowing the feed grain supply for any particular year.

By considering Fig. 2, it is seen that the relative importance of the

hay supply used to feed the roughage consuming livestock in Kansas may very

well be a problem. This is true because the hay portion of the total roughage

supply has generally made up nearly 50 percent of the total supply. This is
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Fig. 3. Scatter diagram of relationship of total feed-grain supply to that
of grain-consuming livestock in Kansas, 1930-54..
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not to say that there is no problem concerning the relationship between feed

grain supply and the number of grain-consuming livestock. It is to say there

may be a greater and possibly a more important relative feed supply problem

in the hay marketing seotor of the Kansas economy*

This seems to indicate that due to the slow adjustment of the roughage-

consuming livestock to the roughage supply, the relative available feed supply

is more important in the small production years. Prices also become a very

important consideration as their movements are related to the roughage supply*

Two other correlations were calculated in order to see the relationship

existing between particular types of livestock, mainly roughage-consuming,

and the roughage supply. The number of beef cattle and milk cows two years

old and older was investigated. These two types of livestock have generally

made up more than 50 percent of the total number of roughage-consuming live-

stock in Kansas. In 1954 there were 1,937 thousand animals in these two

groups of cattle of the total of 5,286 thousand roughage-consuming livestock.

During the period 1930-54, the number of beef cattle two years old and older

has had an average increase of about 51 thousand head each year. Milk cows

two years old and older have had an average decrease of about 14 thousand head

eaoh year. These trends indicate the increased importance of beef cow herds

and the decline of milk cow herds in Kansas. In 1954, there were 1,392

thousand head in this class of beef cattle and 545 thousand milk cows two

years old and older.

The correlation coefficient between the number of beef cattle two years

old and older and the roughage supoly was 0.274. The "t" was not found to

be significant, indicating there was not any definite correlation or relation-

ship that could be deteoted between them. This seems to indioate that beef
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hards are not sold but rather feed is obtained when there is a small roughage

supply* The supply of roughages in Kansas may not be a good indication of

the number of animal units fed*

The correlation coefficient between the number of milk cows two years

old and older and the roughage supply was 0*548* The "t" test was found to

be significant at the one percent level, indicating there apparently was some

relationship* The relationship is not, however, very high, meaning they do

not follow each other too closely.

This high number of cattle that are at least two years old in these cow

herds, both beef and milk, helps create the relative shortage of roughage

supply in Kansas* The owners of these cow herds possibly cannot afford to

sell their herds because there may have been a small hay and other roughage

production year* If not, these individuals must acquire some feed for their

livestock, and this may often consist of hay*

In all the correlation analyses used in this study between the various

types feeds and the types of livestock, the trends during the period used

have been removed*

CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF BSiF CATTLE
PRICES AND ROUGHAGE SUPPLY

An investigation was made of the relationship between the total roughage

supnly in Kansas and the deflated price of beef cattle in Kansas* The cor-

relation between these two variables was found to be 0*059* The "t" was

non-significant at even the 50 percent level* This indicates there was no

relationship, at least none that could be deteoted, between the total roughage

supply and the deflated price of beef oattle, as illustrated in Fig. 4*
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The above relationship signifies that even if the total roughage supply

is small, and thus the price of hay is likely to be high, the price of beef

cattle will probably not be affected* Beef cattle prices are determined in

a much larger market than Kansas, and the price or supply of roughage in

Kansas has very little effect. This is what makes the price of roughages a

very important cost item in feeding livestock,

A similar conclusion was drawn with a correlation analysis of the current

yearly roughage supply in the Flint Eills area with the deflated price of beef

cattle. The correlation coefficient here was about 0,0006. The figure was

far from being significant. This again indicates that the supply and price

of roughages seem to have no relationship to the prioe of beef cattle.

CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF DEFLATED ALFALFA AND PRAIRIE RAY PRICES
WITH ALFALFA AND PRAIRIE HAY SUPPLY, RESPECTIVELY, IN KANSAS

There is quite definitely an inverse relationship between the alfalfa

production for a particular year and the deflated price of alfalfa in Kansas,

as shown in Fig. 5. When there is a shortage of production of alfalfa in

Kansas the price is higher and visa-versa. These two variables show a cor-

relation coefficient of about 0.584, which is significant at the one percent

level based on the nt" test. The size of the correlation coefficient indi-

cates that other factors also influence the price of alfalfa— such as possi-

bly the number of animal units fed. Other feeds that may not be as scarce or

as high in price as alfalfa may be substituted for alfalfa when there is a

shortage in its supply.

The prairie hay supply and the deflated price of prairie hay show a

similar inverse relationship as displayed in Fig. 6. The correlation coeffi-

cient here is about 0.655. The Mtn test shows this to be significant at the
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one percent level, indicating there is quite definitely a relationship between

the variables. The situation involved with prairie hay is similar to that of

alfalfa in regard to its price relationships.

The alfalfa and prairie hay prices were deflated by the index of prices

received by farmers in the United States. The trends were also taken out of

the supplies of alfalfa and prairie hay before calculating these correlations.

The production of alfalfa in Kansas, as well as the acreage shown ear-

lier, during the period of 1930-54, has had an upward trend. In 1930 there

was a production of 1,166 thousand tons, in 1954, 2,348 thousand tons. The

average inorease of alfalfa production in Kansas over this period was about

56 thousand tons eaoh year. This indicates the increased importance of

alfalfa. The standard deviation of the yearly production of alfalfa, with the

trend removed, was about 376 thousand tons. The coefficient of variation wag

about 46.8. This indicates the high degree of fluctuation and uncertainty of

the alfalfa supply from year to year.

The production of prairie hay in Kansas during this period has had a

very slight downward trend. The trend has shown an average decrease in

production of a little over one thousand tons each year. While the trend has

remained almost insignificant, the fluctuation in yearly production has been

rather large. The standard deviation of prairie hay from year to year, with

the trend removed, was about 155 thousand tons. The coefficient of variation

was about 23.3. This is not as high a variation as that of alfalfa, but there

is still the same situation present, though possibly not in as high a degree.

The number of animal units fed with existing supplies of hay has very

likely had an influence on the price of hay. However, the price of alfalfa

and prairie hay has shown to have had a rather small effect upon the number of

roughage-consuming animal units fed.
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SEASONAL PRICE RELATIONSHIP OF ALFALFA IN DIFFERENT TYPES OF
ROUGHAGE PRODUCTION PJRIODS IN KANSAS AND FLINT HILLS AREA

The supply and price movements of hay in Kansas are quite uncertain froa

one year to the next. It was thought benefical to study the seasonal prioe

movements for those years connected with the various types of roughage pro-

duction periods, during the period 1950-54, of whioh the previous analysis

was made*

The production periods were divided into small, average, and large

years. As stated previously, these three periods were separated according

to the number of standard deviations from the adjusted mean in Kansas.

Arbitrary divisions were set up to divide these production periods. The

middle two-thirds of the roughage production years were called average pro-

duction years. This group theoretically should fall between the adjusted

mean plus one standard deviation and the adjusted mean minus one standard

deviation. This would leave, theoretically, one-sixth of the years having

production greater than the adjusted mean plus one standard deviation,

termed large production years, and one-sixth having production of less than

the adjusted mean minus one standard deviation, termed small production

years. This division was used in determining if there was a difference in

the seasonal price movements in the different types of roughage production

periods. It was felt that all three periods should be studied and that

important information could be gained from them in making marketing decisions.

A division of the periods by one-half a standard deviation was al60 used,

which was again arbitrarily set.

The years included in the small production period—those yaarly meani

that were less than the adjusted mean minus one standard deviation—ware the
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years 1936, 1937, 1939, 1949, and 1952. The years included in the large

production period—those yearly means greater than the adjusted mean plus

one standard deviation—were the years 1935, 1941, 1942, and 1951* The years

included in the average production period—those years falling between the

adjusted mean minus one standard deviation and plus one standard deviation-

were those years between 1930 and 1954 which were not included in the above

two production periods*

By reading Fig* 7 and Table 3, the movements in monthly alfalfa prices

in the different type roughage production periods can be visualized* The

curves relating the average monthly alfalfa prices above or below the yearly

mean for that particular type production period are shown in i'ig* 7*

The price of alfalfa in Kansas for the small production years goes up

rapidly until after August* The increase in price after August is much

slower and is quite similar to the other types of production periods* The

time period of November through January shows small variation in prices and

is the highest price time of the year*

The saving which a person oould make by buying alfalfa during any one

month instead of buying it the next month is shown in Table 4*. It shows that

in the small production period the increase in price from June to July is

$2*22 per ton compared with $0.52 per ton for the overall average of all the

production periods* From July to August, in the small period, the increase

in price is $3*42 per ton compared with $1*81 per ton for the overall average

of all the periods*

*Method of dividing the years into the different type production period*
and then the constructing of Fig* 7 is shown in Appendix C.
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By looking at Fig, 7, it can be seen that a person could buy alfalfa in

the small p3riod more cheaply any time after February than during the period

of November through January*

During a large production period, the price was shown to go down from

June to July. In thia case July offers the lowest price for alfalfa. Whether

a person should buy or sell in this or in another period still depends upon

many tilings of course, particularly the storage facilities available and the

risk the farmer is willing to take.

The average price movement of all the production periods compared with

the average type production period seems to move in a very similar way.

After August the increase in price is quite regular. Here again the high

prices for alfalfa are during the months of December and January.

Although the time of buying and selling is important in all types of

roughage production periods, the small production period presents the greatest

range in prices. So the time of buying and selling may be much more important

here, financially, than in the other periods*

The production periods in Kansas were also divided according to a less

extreme classification. Here the small production period included those yeart

which were less than the adjusted mean minus one-half, instead of one, a

standard deviation. The large years were those greater than pluB one-half

a standard deviation. The average years were those not included in the other

two periods. Two additional years were then included in the small period,

the years 1938 and 1947. Five more years were included in the large period,

those being 1952, 1933, 1940, 1943, and 1944. As can be seen from the second

part of Tables 3 and 4, showing this type period, the small production period

prices, in particular, are very similar to those when one standard deviation
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mi used. Seasonal prioe movements of the other production periods are also

quite similar.

The same situation oocurrod when production periods were divided ac-

cording to production in the Flint Hills area. The Flint Hills area iras used

beeause of its importance as an alfalfa and prairie hay producing area and

its large use of hay for feed. The division into the three periods -was done

in a manner similar to that for production in all of Kansas. As shown in

Tables 5 and 6, there was again a rise in price of alfalfa after June and

July. Also shown are the high prices that must be paid for alfalfa during

November through January in particular.

The amount of money a person may be able to save or make by buying or

selling alfalfa in any particular month, during any production period, might

be seen by looking at Table 5 and Table 4. Table 3 6hows how much cheaper

in price alfalfa is in any month over what it would be in January, the highest

month. Table 4 shows how much cheaper alfalfa is in any one month over what

it would likely be the subsequent month. This may help in deciding when to

buy or sell alfalfa to maximize profits. If the marginal change in price of

alfalfa from any month to the next is greater than the amount needed to cover

the risk of owning it, then it may be best to buy alfalfa, or sell it as th«

case may be.

SEASONAL PRICE RELATIONSHIP OF PRAIHIB HAY IN DIFFERENT TYPES
OF ROUGHAGE PRODUCTION PERIODS IN KANSAS A1B FLINT HILL? AREA

A similar analysis for prairie hay was conducted in this study. Fig. 8

and Tables 7 and 8 show the relationships between the seasonal price movements

of prairie hay with respect to the various type roughage production periods in

Kansas.



Table 5. Price range of alfalfa hay for various months in relation to
price in highest month of that particular type roughage
production period in Flint Hills Area, 1930-54.

33

Month

: Average
: of all
: periods

: Small
: period
: (minus l<rj

J Large
: period
: (plus ltr)

: Average period
: (between -lcr and *l<r)

June $4.85 * 10.94 $ 6.55 * 4.07

July 4.33 7.50 6.30 3.86

Aug. 2.52 1.54 5.10 2.66

Sept. 2.03 2.00 4.25 2.12

Oct. 1.32 1.60 2.75 1.46

No*. .58 .30 1.85 .79

Dec. .06 44 .60 .25

Jan. — — — —
Feb. .55 1.00 .10 .54

March .97 2.30 .35 .84

April 1.17 2.94 1.70 .86

May 2.17 4.74 1.90 1.82

Source

.

! Compiled from data taken from Farm Facts. Kansas State Board of
Agriculture.
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Table 6. Marginal changes in monthly prices of alfalfa hay according to

type of roughage production period in Flint Hills area, 1930-54-.

: Average : Small : Large •
•

•
• of all : period : period : Average period

Month : periods : (minus lo-) : (plus l<r) : (between -lo-and +1»)

June $ * .52 $ 3.44 # .25 * .21

Ju3y -fcl.31 5.96 1.20 1.20

Aug. + .4.9 - .46 .35 .54

Sept. * .71 .40 1.50 .66

Oct. * .74 1.30 .90 .67

Nov. * .52 .16 1.25 .54

Dec. ¥ .06 .u .60 .25

Jan. - .55 -1.00 - .10 - .54

Feb. - .42 -1.30 - .25 - .30

March - .20 - .64 -1.35 - .02

April -1.00 -1.80 - .20 - .96

May — — — —

Source t Compiled from data taken from J ;s, Kansas State Board of Agricul-

ture.
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During June through August in the email production psriod, the price of

prairie hay goes "P at a rather rapid rate* After August the price moves

upward at a much slower rate. The downward movement of the price after Janu-

ary, as it was with alfalfa, is greater during this type of production period

than it was for any of the other type production periods.

In the large production period, the price ie shown to go dorm from June

through August, making August the lorest priced month in rolation to the

price for prairie hay. The profitableness of buying and selling prairie hay

at any time, as was the oase with alfalfa, is determined to a high degree by

the risk and holding cost, and the expected change in price* The highs st

price month here is February.

The price movement during the average type production period is rather

steady. Here it may be easier to make the marketing decision. The decision

is again whether these rather steady monthly changes in price are more or

less than the risk and holding cost*

Many individuals do not buy any or much of their hay until November

through January. The reasons for this may be many, some possibly beingi

(l) they may be ignorant of the market situation, (2) they -would rather pay

a higher price later than to take the risk of holding it, (3) they simply

put it off, hoping that the relative feed problem will not be too great,

and (4) they may be accustomed to buying their hay supply at a certain time

of the year and so do not pay a great deal of attention to the market condi-

tion. Many more reasons could probably ba cited.

By looking at the production periods, as determined by the production

of roughages in the Flint Hills area, a similar set of price movements can be

seen. Tables 9 and 10 show the seasonal price movements according to the
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Table 9. Price range of prairie hay for various months in relation to

price in highest month of that particular -type of roughage

nroduction period in Flint Hills area, 1930-54-.

«
• Average : Saall : Lar .

t of all : period j period : Average period

Month : periods : (minus lo-) : (plus 1(7-) : (between -l<7-and *l<r)

June # 2.33 * 7.30 % 2.50 % 1.83

July 2.03 4.07 2.30 1.85

Aug. 1.51 1.37 1.75 1.65

Sept. 1.16 M 2.00 1.36

Oct. .35 1.27 1.65 1.04

Nov. .47 .97 1.00 .67

Dec. — .20 .20 .28

Jan. .05 — — —

Feb. .44 .80 .15 .35

March .77 1.87 .25 .59

April 1.01 3.30 .85 .62

ft* 1.18 3.74 1.45 .71

Source: Compiled from data taken from Farm Facts
f Kansas State Board of

Agriculture

.
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Table 10, Marginal changes in monthly prices of prairie hay according to

type of roughage production periods in Flint Hills area, 1930-54.

Month

: Average
: of all
: periods

I Small
: period
: (minus lo~)

1 Large
; period

I (plus l<r)

;

: Average period
: (between -lo-and •#•/•)

June * .30 $ 3.23 *- .30 $ -.02

July .52 2.20 1.05 .20

Aug. .35 .27 - .25 .29

Sept. .31 .33 .35 .32

Oct. .38 .30 •65 .37

Nov. .47 .77 .80 .39

Dec. -.05 .20 .20 •28

Jan. -.39 - .80 - .15 -.35

Feb. -.33 -1.07 - .10 -.24

March -.24 -1.43 - .60 -.03

April -.17 - .44 - .60 -.09

May — — — —

Source: Compil3d from data taken from Farm Facts t Kansas State Board of
Agriculture

.
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different types of roughage production periods for prairie hay in the Flint

Hills area*

The small production period again shows the rather rapid increase in

prioe from June through August. After August the price rise is redviced with

December and January again being the highest priced months* This relation-

ship indicates—as all others analysed for this type period—the vast increase

in prioe of prairie hay from harvest time to January, Table 9 indicates that

prairie hay could be bought at a lower price probably any time after January

than it could during the period of ITovenbor through January*

The other roughage production periods display a much smaller degree of

extremes of seasonal prioe movements than does the poor production period*

As with alfalfa, the time prairie hay is bought or sold will have to ^e

determined after consideration of all costs including risk and holding costs*

SEASONAL BESF CATTLE PRICES FOR DIFFERENT PRODUCTION PERIODS

A livestook producer is often faced with the problem—-when he has a

shortage of hay and other roughages—-whather he should buy more hay or pos-

sibly sell at least a portion of his livestock. The seasonal be?f cattle

prices for the various type roughage production periods may hslp in deter-

mining the time either to sell some livestock or to buy some hay, -whichever

he deoides to do, so as to maximize profits* This is shown in Fig* 9,

June has shown to be the highest price month for beef cattle in the

small period, whereas, April was the high priced month in all other cases*

December was the lowest prioed month for the small production period, while

it was either Ootober or November for tho other periods* In the event a

producer runs out of hay in the small production period and tho price of hay

is high, it may be better to buy additional supplies of hay as it is needed
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to feed the livestock in the spring months rather than sell livestock during

December or January, This is true because of the increased price of cattle

from December to June and also the decrease in price of hay after January.

There may have been and may still be a great deal of inefficiency in

these marketing operations, not only in the buying and selling of hay but

also in the marketing of livestock in order to adjust the farmers * livestock

numbers to his feed supply.

SEASONAL MARKETING OF HAI IN KANSAS

The percentage of the total hay sold in each month in Kansas was ana-

lyzed according to roughage production periods. The percentage of hay mar-

keted in Kansas for the various months would then indicate if there was any

relationship between marketing of hay and the price movements of hay in the

different roughage production periods. The same period, 1930-54» was used

here as was used in the previous analyses.

A comparison of Fig. 10, the seasonal marketing of hay, with that of

Figs. 7 and 8, the seasonal price movements of alfalfa and prairie hay,

respectively, shows the relationship of the price and time of marketing of

hay. The seasonal movement of the marketing of hay appears to be quite

similar in all three type production periods. This may indicate that hay is

bought or sold at nearly the same time each year, regardless of the roughage

supply available or the price movements of hay in these different production

periods. Factors other than price of hay may have been more important in

determining when hay was to be bought or sold in Kansas. Marketings of hay

are greater for the last six months of the season, November through April,

in all three type production periods*



Percent

It-
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Fig. 10. Average monthly percentage of hay marketed in Kansas for
different type roughage production periods for years
1930-54.
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In the small roughage production period, a rather large amount of hay-

is marketed near harvest time, -which is the lowest priced time. However, a

still larger amount of hay is marketed during the highest priced period of

December through February, The quantity marketed after January tapers off

quite rapidly and the prioe also drops off quite rapidly after January, Hay

can be bought at a lower price if it is bought from February on to summer as

it is needed rather than bought in large quantities in December and January,

The percentage marketed each month for the large and average type rough*

age production periods are quite similar to that of the small production

period. The price movements for the different production periods may not be

the same however, so the best time to buy or sell hay may differ for eaoh

type period.

There appears to be two periods of time when the larger amount of hay is

marketed in Kansas, The first time period is centered around the period of

July through September, The seoond, and largest sized marketing period, is

oentered around the time period of Deoember through February,

For various reasons, very often not economic, many people are accustomed

to buying their hay in December through February. Before this time generally

not much hay is needed, so many producers simply may not yet think it neces-

sary to buy hay or do not bothar themselves about buying hay. During the

period of Deoember through February, many farmers estimate their future needs

for the winter and in this period buy nearly all of the hay needed for the

season. The farmer, by waiting until this time period, is forced to pay the

highest prioe possible for hay.

The demand for hay has generally been light during harvest time and has

often increased steadily late in the fall and reached its high point about
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January. This hat been a faotor in the high price of hay in the winter

months. Demand generally has fallen off after January, or possibly February,

and the price has followed in like Banner.

It is not known whether the above seasonal marketing movement of all hay

is representative of the marketing movements of both alfalfa and prairie hay

for all of Kansas. Reports from the Kansas City terminal market indicated

that alfalfa has been marketed mainly during the time period centered around

November through February. This same market indicated that prairie hay was

marketed mainly during the time period centered around July through Ootober.

This activity on the Kansas City market may not be representative of marketing

activity in Kansas. If alfalfa and prairie hay have been marketed mainly at

different times of the year, with the seasonal prioe movements being very

similar, one of these hay crops may cuite likely have been marketed more

profitably than the other. It is likely that the most profitable time for

marketing both hay crops is near the same time*

The percent of the total hay supnly marketed during the years associ-

ated with the different type roughage production periods in Kansas was shown

to be very similar. There appeared to be very little effect of the size of

the roughage supnly upon the proportion of the hay supply that was sold.

There was normally from 14 to 15.6 peroent of the hay production sold each

year during the time period of 1930-54.

The three type production periods eaoh showed that 14.7 peroent of total

production of hay was sold. This is presented in Table 11.

It is possible that economic considerations have not been dominant in

selecting the time in whioh hay has been marketed. If these factors had been

considered to a greater extent, it may have changed the marketing activities

considerably.
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Table 11. Percentage of all hay sold out of total production

in the different type• roughage production periods

in Kansas for years 1930-54-.

1 : : Percentage

: Total hay : : of hay

Years : production : Hay sold : production sold

(in thousand of tons)

Small Periods

1937 1388 208 15.0

1939 1423 221 15.5

1952 2369 332 U.0
1936 1320 198 15.0

1949 3269 474 14.5

Total 9769 1433 14.7

Large Periods

1942 2944 442 15.0

1951 3548 514 14.5

1935 2590 388 15.0

19a 2325 337 U*9

Total 1U07 1681 14.7

Average Period:

1938 1782 223 12.5

1947 3155 473 15.0

1946 2354 353 15.0

1934 U35 uz 13.0

1945 2876 417 H.5
1948 3479 504 14.5

1931 2309 323 14.0

1930 2288 332 14.5

1953 2719 394 14.5

1950 3366 471 14.0

1954 3397 561 16.5

1932 2760 4U 15.0

1933 2062 278 13.5

1940 1829 265 34.5

1943 2667 413 15.5

1944 2982 462 i&i
Total 41160 6031 34.7

Source: Compiled from data supplied by the Kansas Crop Reporting

Servicei. and arranged according to size of the deviation

from the adjusted mean for the yearly roughage production

in Kansas.
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Final marketing decisions in any one of these different type roughage

production periods may require a great deal of study before the most satis-

factory long-run marketing operation oan be determined*

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Hay and other roughages are very important as feed for livestock in

Kansas* The acreage and production of roughage crops have been increasing

in Kansas during the past 25 years while a decrease in acreage and production

of feed grains has been taking place* The reliance upon roughages—* large

part of which consists of alfalfa and prairie hay—is very important in Kansas.

Fluctuations in the production of hay and other roughages in Kansas

causes a large variation in the supply of hay and other roughages from year

to year* This oauses many livestock producers using large amounts of hay and

other roughages to be short in certain years and have to acquire additional

supplies* The coefficient of variation of the total roughage supply from

year to year was 18*3*

The number of roughage-consuming livestock in Kansas has been increasing

over the past 25 years, and the number of grain-consuming livestock has had a

very significant decrease* A study of the roughage supply and its price

movements is thus very important*

Some relationship between the total roughage supply and the total

roughage-consuming livestock was found, but this was not very great* Beef

cattle and milk cows two years old and older make up a large part of the cow

herds in Kansas* When the number of these animals was correlated with the

total roughage supply, it was found that there was no significant correlation

for beef cattle and a low correlation for milk cows* This seems to indicate

that producers have bought the needed roughage supply in the small production
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years rather than sell their oow herds. Uncertain hay and other roughage

supply and the desire not to sell livestock when short of feed often causes

the livestock producer to buy more hay sometime during the year* This time

of buying hay must be analyzed carefully if profits are to be maximized.

There appears to be no relationship between the roughage supply in Kansas

and the price of beef cattle. If high costs of feed, alfalfa and prairie hay,

do not affect the price of cattle, the need for the livestock producer to buy

hay at the most profitable time is very important.

There appears to be an inverse relationship between both the alfalfa and

prairie hay supplies in Kansas and the alfalfa and prairie hay prices, res-

pectively. These correlations are not, however, extremely high, indicating

that other factors have an influence. The coefficient of variation of the

alfalfa supply for the period of 1950-54 was 46.8. For the prairie hay supply,

it was 2,^.3.

The period of 1930-64 was divided into three types of roughage production

periods. The seasonal price movements and the monthly changes in prices were

calculated and analyzed for each type of period. There were significant dif-

ferences for several of those seasonal price movements but wide variations

were often present for the same seasonal prioe movements. The advantage of

buying or selling at various tines during any one of these periods can likely

be visualized and it is hoped that this can be used in making marketing de-

cisions. These decisions may make a great difference in the final profit or

loss for a livestock producer. The marketing decisions may differ depending

upon the type of roughage production period. The small production period ap-

pears to present the greatest problem beoause of its wide range in seasonal

prices for hay.
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The seasonal movement of beef cattle prices was calculated for the dif-

ferent production periods. This was done to provide o better basis for de-

ciding what marketing activity was most advantageous in the different type

production periods. For example, in a small production year it may be best

for a farmer to sell some livestock or buy some roughage, but whichever one

the farmer decides to do, there is probably only one time in the year in which

he oan do either and still maximize his profits. The seasonal price movement*

of hay and livestock can be used very beneficially in making such decisions*

The percentage of the total hay sold in each month was analyzed acoording

to roughage production periods so as to observe the seasonal marketing move-

ment of hay. This seasonal movement of the marketing of hay appears to be

quite similar in all three type production periods. There were two periods

when the largest amount of hay was marketed in Kansas. The first was July

through September and the second was centered around December through Feb-

ruary. There appeared to be very little effect of the siee of the roughage

supply upon the proportion of the total hoy production that was sold.
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Appendix A: DEPENDABILITY OP CROP REPORTS

To give an indication of the dependability of the crop reports as pub-

lished by the Federal-State Crop Reporting Service, correlation coefficients

between the July 1 and December 1 estimates of alfalfa production and between

the August 1 and the December 1 alfalfa production estimate were computed.

The correlation coefficient between the July 1 estimate of alfalfa production

and that of the December 1 figure was calculated to be 0.9220. The correla-

tion coefficient between the August 1 estimate and that of the December 1

figure was 0.9725. This would indicate that normally a rather high degree

of reliability could be placed upon the crop report estimate figures for

alfalfa given by the 6rop Reporting Service at this early date. This may

then make it quite possible to closely predict the type of roughage produc-

tion period that any year represents as early as possibly July 10 or Au-

gust 10. This prediction may be helpful in making marketing decisions.

Calculations were done by the grain marketing staff of the Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station from data derived from the Federal-State
Crop Reporting Service. Years used in these calculations were 1927-41,
and 1943-52.
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Appendix B: VARIABILITY OF SEASONAL PHICES OF HAY

An indication of the variability of the seasonal prices of alfalfa for

the time period of 1930-54. is shown in Fig. 11 by use of a scatter diagram

showing the index of individual monthly prices for the three type production

periods. This may indicate the reliability of predicting the seasonal price

movement of alfalfa in any type production period.

The price for alfalfa may be expected to be lower in June and July rela-

tive to prices later in the season in the small production period than in the

other type periods. This is thought to be true since three of the five

greatest deviations below the yearly mean for the months of June and July are

those of the small type production period. Alfalfa also appears to be higher

in price later in the season, in respect to the yearly mean, than is the price

for alfalfa in the other periods. Three of the five largest deviations above

the yearly mean are found for the months of August and October, and the two

largest out of four for the months of September, November, and December.

Outside of these above relationships, the variability of the seasonal

prices of the three periods are so great and the prices fall so close to-

gether that no definite price movement appears to be characteristic of the

different type production periods. Fig. 7, as well as the other similar fig-

ures, is of value in showing the average price movement for the different

type production periods, but its use in forecasting or predicting future pri-

ces is limited due to the variability of the seasonal prices in each type

period.

In order to determine if the curves for alfalfa, as shown, do truly

represent that particular type of roughage production period, the variation
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within the sans type of production period was compared with the variation

among the three periods. The variations for two months were analyzed, these

being June and April. These months were picked because of the significant

difference from the other type production periods of the small production

period in June and the large production period in April. Coefficient of

variations calculated for alfalfa during June showed the following figures t

for the small production period — 57.3, for the large production period —

606.0, for the average production period — 124..6, for among the three produc-

tion periods — 128.3. The variation for each type production period and

among all three types was shown to be quite high. However, the variation for

the small production period was comparatively less than among the three type

periods, indicating this marketing activity may be somewhat characteristic of

this period. The variation of the large period in April showed a coefficient

of variation of 110.6, the small period was 368.4., the average period was

329.6, the variation among the three types was 253.1. The variation for the

large period was smaller than the variation among the three types, but the

variations in all cases were, however, rather high.
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Appendix C : METHOD USED IN DETERMINING TYPES OF

ROUGHAGE PRODUCTION PERIODS IN KANSAS

The following method was vised in dividing the Tears for the period of

1930-54. into the different type roughage production periods in Kansas.

First, the trend for roughage production during the time period studied

was removed and the deviations from the adjusted mean of the roughage supply

was calculated along with its standard deviation (Table 12),

Second, an array of the deviation from the adjusted mean for the yearly

roughage production in Kansas was set up (Table 13). From this array, those

years having a deviation from the adjusted mean of less than minus one stand-

ard deviation were termed small roughage years. Those years greater than

plus one standard deviation were termed large roughage years. The years be-

tween minus one and plus one standard deviation were termed the average

roughage production years.

Third, the method used in deriving Fig. 7 was as follows: The average

price for each month for all those years in each type roughage production pe-

riod was calculated. Then the overall average price for all months of the pe-

riod was obtained. This overall average price was used as the base line which

was designated as the production period mean for the different type production

periods in Fig. 7. The deviation of each month from this overall mean is what

is shown in the figure for the periods. This method was felt to be adapted to

this analysis and would give information comparable to that of an index of

these prices. This was felt to be true because each type production period

contained a year or years in each of the 1930's, ^O's and 1950»s.
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Following is a worksheet used in deriving the curves shown in Fig. 7

(Table 14.), The order in which the years are placed in each type production

period was according to the size of the deviation from the adjusted mean for

the yearly roughage production in Kansas.

Table 13. Array of the deviations from the adjusted mean for the yearly
roughage production figures in Kansas, 1930-54.

i Deviation of : : i Deviation of

t adjusted mean : : t adjusted mean
Year : in Kansas : * Tear : in Kansas

(1000 Tons)
Small period Average period

1937 -2,286.9 1938 - 787.4
1939 -1,340.9 1947 - 785.9
1952 -1,314.4 1946 - 388.4
1936 -1,250.4 1934 -374.4
1949 -1,197.9 1945 - 267.9

1948 - 252.4
1931 - 216.9
1930 - 59.4

Large period
, , 1953 120.1

1942 1,269.6 1950 275.6
1951 1»424.1 1954 342.6
1935 1,870.1 1932 391.6
19a 1,881.1 1933 600.1

1940 743.6
1943 779.1
1944 824.6

<r-y = 1,033.5
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The use of hay and other roughages as feed for livestock has become

very important to farmers in Kansas* The acreage and production of roughage

crops have been increasing in Kansas during the past 25 years while at the

same time a decrease in acreage and production of feed grains has been taking

place* Farmers rely upon alfalfa and prairie hay, which make up a significant

part of the roughage supply, as they are two of the main roughages used in

their feeding operations*

The primary purpose and objective of this study was to analyze trends,

relationships, and production fluctuations of hay and the influence such fac-

tors have had on seasonal prioe and seasonal marketing movements of hay in

Kansas

•

Knowing when to enter the market is very important, and marketing deci-

sions must be made with care* There may be only one time during the year when

profit can be maximised*

Trends and correlations were calculated to illustrate problems which

apparently are present in regard to the roughage supply, the numbers of live-

stock and the eventual price movements of hay*

Seasonal price movements of alfalfa and prairie hay for the years in

different types of roughage production periods were calculated* Investigation

of past production and price movements should provide a basis for making

decisions concerning buying and selling roughages so that marketing activities

can be carried out to the best advantage in view of the existing roughage

supply.

There have been large fluctuations in the hay and roughage supplies in

Kansas due to production uncertainties* For example, feeders using large

amounts of roughages often have a shortage of supply, and they are thus faced



with the necessity of acquiring additional supplies to feed their livestock.

The coefficient of variation of the total roughage supply from year to year

was 18.3.

The number of roughage-consuming livestock in Kansas has been increasing

over the past 25 years, and the number of grain-consuming livestock has had a

very significant decrease* A study of the roughage supply and its price

movements is thus very important.

Some relationship, though not very great, was found between the total

roughage supply and the total roughage-consuming livestook. But beef cattle

two-years old and older, which make up a large share of the oow herds in

Kansas, were found to have no significant correlation with the total roughage

supply. Milk cows showed a small relationship with the roughage supply.

This seems to indioate that farmers have bought the needed roughage supply,

or fed something else, in the small production years rather than sell their

cow herds*

There appears to be no relationship between the total roughage supply

in Kansas and the price of beef cattle. So both need to be analysed carefully

before decisions can be made to buy or sell either roughages or livestock in

any one year.

An inverse relationship has been shown to exist between the supplies of

alfalfa and prairie hay and prices in Kansas. For example, the price that is

paid for hay, especially in the small hay crop years, can be a very important

cost item, so the farmer must try to buy at his best possible time.

The coefficient of variation of the alfalfa supply for the period of

1950-54 was 46.8* For the prairie-hay supply, it was 23.5.



The period of 1930-54 was divided into three types of roughage production

periods. The seasonal price movements for these different type roughage pro-

duction periods show the advantages and disadvantages of buying and selling

hay during various times of the year* Profit may be increased greatly by

marketing at the proper time in these different type production periods. How-

ever, the variation in respect to the seasonal price movement is often quite

wide, Baking prediction difficult.

The seasonal beof-cattle prices in these types of roughage production

periods can be used by the livestock producer to decide upon the kind and per-

haps the size of livestock program. Study of the movements of the price and

supply of hay and other roughages may make it easier for a livestock producer

to decide whether to buy or sell either livestock or hay so as to obtain the

largest gain.

The percentage of the total hay sold in each month was analyzed according

to roughage production periods so as to observe the seasonal marketing movement

of hay. This seasonal movement appeared to be quite similar in all three type

production periods. There was shown to be two periods of time when the largest

amount of hay was marketed in Kansas. The first time period was July through

September and the second, and largest sized marketing period, was centered

around December through February, The Bize of the roughage supply appeared to

have little effect upon the proportion of the total hay production that

6 old.


